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A closed expression is obtained for the mutual inductance of any arrangement of stacked cir
coils between which a thin film of superconducting material is inserted. ©1995 American Institute
of Physics.
Fiory et al. ~FHMH! have introduced a method of mea-
suring the penetration depth in superconductorsl, by relat-
ing it to the measurement of the change in mutual inductan
caused by the interposition of a superconductor film in
certain coil arrangement. Unfortunately in their treatment,
is necessary to solve an integral equation, involvingl as a
parameter, before calculating the mutual inductance which
then compared to the experimental measured value. This d
tracts considerably from what otherwise is a very usef
method. Pippard2 has recently made this same point and pre
sented an alternate but approximate treatment which give
more direct relationship betweenl and the mutual induc-
tance. Here we show that the integral equation of FHMH ca
be solved exactly, in which case the expression for the m
tual inductance reduces to quadrature withl appearing in the
integrand.

The basic equation for the sheet current densityK (r ) in
the film is Eq. ~2! of Fiory et al. which, for a cylindrical
symmetric arrangement of coils, can be written in the form

f~r !5l1A~r !1l2E
0

`

r 8 dr8E
0

2pf~r 8!cosu du

ur2r 8u
, ~1!

where K (r )5f(r ) û, Ae5A(r ) û, l25l1 /c, and l1

52 iv/Zc, whereZ is the complex impedance of the film
and is given byZ5R2v2l2/dc2 with R the resistance of
the sample. Here,v is the frequency of measurement,d the
sample thickness, andAe the magnetic vector potential due
to the coils. If we consider the solution of~1! in the plane of
the sample, thenf andA are functions of the radial distance
r only. This equation is basically the London equation rela
ing the current to the vector potential. The latter has tw
contributions, one from the applied field and the other due
the current in the film. Using the identity3

1

ur2r 8u
5 (

m52`

1` E
0

`

dk eimuJm~kr !Jm~kr8!, ~2!

and introducing the Bessel transform

f̃~ l !5E
0

`

f~r 8!J1~ lr 8!r 8 dr8, ~3!

allows one to reduce Eq.~1! to

f̃~ l !5l1Ã~ l !12pl2f̃~ l !/ l , ~4!

where we have used the result3
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rJ1~ lr !J1~kr !dr5~1/l !d~ l2k!. ~5!

Here d~l! denotes the Dirac delta function. Thus we have
obtained an explicit solution to the Fioryet al. integral equa-
tion of the form

f~r !5l1E
0

`

A~r 8!r 8H~r ,r 8!dr8, ~6!

where

H~r ,r 8!5E
0

` l 2J1~ lr !J1~ lr 8!dl

l22pl2
. ~7!

Following Fioryet al.we define the inductanceM such that

M5M0E
0

`

f~r !A~r !r dr , ~8!

and use the above explicit solution to give

M5l1M0E
0

` dl l 2Ã2~ l !

~ l22pl2!
. ~9!

This expressesM directly in terms of the magnetic vector
potential due to the coils and thel’s which are simply related
to the penetration depth. Thus the evaluation ofM has been
reduced to quadrature. The Pippard approximation is equiva-
lent to expanding the denominator in powers of 2pl2 / l and
retaining just two terms.

I would like to thank Eduardo Palenque who drew my
attention to the FHMH method and who has used the present
analysis in the design of apparatus to measurel.
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